
Table 62. Personal robbery and assault Download spreadsheet version
by armed or unarmed offenders, 2006:

Percent distribution of incidents, by type of crime,
type of offender, and place of occurrence

Percent of incidents
At, in, or near

  On the a friend's, Inside a
At or in   street relative's or restaurant, Other

Type of crime   Number of respondent's   Near   near neighbor's bar, or commercial
and offender   incidents   Total home   home   home home nightclub building

Robbery
By armed offenders 287,620 100.0 % 16.8 % 8 %* 10.3 %* 2.6 %* 0.0 %* 4.0 %*
By unarmed offenders 262,110 100.0 % 23.3 11.7 * 9.3 * 9.6 * 0.0 * 1.8 *

Assault
By armed offenders 1,088,900 100.0 % 23.3 12.1 4.9 6.9 3.3 * 7.7
By unarmed offenders 3,385,840 100.0 % 18.8 13 3.9 8.0 4.4 10.3

Percent of incidents
Inside In On public
school apartment On street trans-

             Parking building/on yard, park, other portation
Type of crime       lot or school field, or than near or inside
and offender       garage property playground own home station    Other

Robbery
By armed offenders 14.0 % 0.0 %* 1.2 %* 35.1 % 1.1 %* 7.0 %*
By unarmed offenders 9.5 * 11.2 * 0.7 * 16.1 1.5 * 5.4 *

Assault
By armed offenders 8.3 5.8 1.3 * 20.0 0.7 * 5.6
By unarmed offenders 5.3 15.6 2.0 12.5 0.8 * 5.5

Note: Many incident characteristics were unaffected or minimally affected by changes in methodology in the 2006 National Crime Victimization Survey.
However, caution should be used in comparing 2006 rates of individual variables, particularly those with small sample sizes, to previous years. 
See Criminal Victimization, 2006, at <http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/abstract/cv06.htm>.
Detail may not add to total shown because of rounding.
Excludes incidents in which the presence of a weapon was not ascertained.
*Estimate is based on 10 or fewer sample cases.
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